2021 Sport Touring

LIFE
Travelling through the Roads of Life
The journey is more important than the
destination – and when you’re riding a
Yamaha Sport Touring motorcycle you can
find space to live in the present moment and
make lasting memories on the Roads of Life.
Featuring completely redesigned bodywork
with an aggressive new face – and offering
the best-in-class power to weight ratio –
the next generation TRACER 7 is a genuine
7-days a week bike that’s designed to thrill.

Fast, sporty and great looking, the torquerich 3-cylinder TRACER 9 is one of today’s
most exciting sport tourers – while the high
specification TRACER 9 GT comes fitted
with luggage, high screen and a main stand,
making it ideal for longer journeys.
The radical 3-wheel NIKEN is built to take
command of twisting roads and deliver new
levels of confidence – and with its higher
level of weather protection, the all-season

NIKEN GT enables you to enjoy corner
carving throughout the year.

Turn up the revolution

NIKEN
The radical NIKEN is part of your tomorrow. And
it is ready to open up a whole other dimension in
riding control.

With its bold and futuristic body design, the
NIKEN projects a commanding presence. And
its torque rich 847cc 3-cylinder engine and
lightweight hybrid chassis ensure thrilling sports
performance and long distance touring comfort.
Turn up the Revolution.

NIKEN

Featuring our unique Leaning Multi-Wheel
(LMW) technology, this radical and versatile
3-wheel motorcycle looks, rides and feels like
nothing else. Twisting roads are its natural
playground. And with dual leaning front wheels
giving you enhanced feelings of grip, the NIKEN
can corner carve with total confidence.

Leaning multi wheel (LMW) technology

Bold and futuristic design

Hybrid frame

847cc 3-cylinder CP3 engine

The NIKEN’s advanced leaning multi wheel
(LMW) design delivers an exciting and confident
cornering experience. Consisting of parallel
quadrilateral arms and cantilevered telescopic
suspension, Yamaha’s unique Ackermann design
gives enhanced feelings of stability and grip when
cornering in a wide range of surface conditions.

With its two leaning front wheels, dual tube
upside down forks and broad shouldered stance,
the NIKEN projects an imposing and radical
look that reflects its revolutionary new riding
character. The muscular and athletic body design
features a futuristic dual headlight cowl and
integrated fuel tank that create a bold and unique
profile.

To achieve a natural steering feeling with
sport bike agility and confident corner carving
performance, a specially developed hybrid frame
is used. The cast steel steering head is joined to
the cast aluminium swingarm pivot area by steel
tubing to give the required levels of strength,
rigidity and flexibility precisely where they are
needed.

The NIKEN’s torque-rich 847cc 3-cylinder engine
has been developed from the outstandingly
successful design used in Yamaha’s MT-09 and
Tracer 900 models. Special fuel injection settings
are used to achieve strong performance in twisty
and challenging riding situations - and a special
crank design gives excellent driveability and
smooth starts.

Sports cowl with dual LED headlights

Deep 45 degree bank angle

Advanced electronic control technology

The broad, downward curving front cowl is
equipped with dual LED headlights that underline
the NIKEN’s sporty and confident character, and
the dual position lights help to emphasize the
strong and planted look of the dual front wheels.
YZF-R1 derived mirrors feature integrated LED
turn signals to enhance the bold and futuristic
looks.

The high-tech front end features dual 15-inch
wheels with specially developed 120/70R15 tyres
that provide high levels of grip for enhanced
feelings of confidence when braking and
cornering. With a 410mm track, this sophisticated
LMW front end design delivers deep banking
angles of up to 45 degrees, to give you an unique
experience in corner carving.

The most revolutionary and futuristic Sport
Touring motorcycle comes fully equipped with
the very latest electronic control technology
- including 3-position D-MODE, YCC-T, Cruise
Control and a Traction Control System with two
levels of intervention and an off switch. And for
seamless performance, the NIKEN features an
A&S clutch and QSS.

Compact instrument panel with LCD
display
As a NIKEN rider you’ll enjoy a unique view ahead.
The broad shoulders of the front cowl enhance
the overall feelings of confidence and stability,
and the futuristic look is completed by the
compact instruments that feature a white LCD
display on a black background for easy day time
visibility.

NIKEN

NIKEN

Graphite

Turns have no season

NIKEN GT

Now Yamaha are taking this daring new concept
into new territory with the NIKEN GT. Featuring
increased weather protection from the higher
screen together with a comfort seat, side
cases, grip heaters and more, this cutting edge
Sport Tourer gives you the ability to master
the most challenging road conditions and stay
comfortable in adverse weather.
Corner carving, touring or weekends away, this
new generation Sport Tourer gives you premium
comfort with class-leading control and maximum
enjoyment in every season of the year.

The NIKEN GT is an original Yamaha motorcycle extended with
Genuine Yamaha accessories consisting of semi-soft 25-litre ABS side
cases including stays, which are assembled by an official Yamaha
dealership.

NIKEN GT

Offering intense feelings of front end grip
with outstanding handling, the NIKEN inspires
confidence in every rider. And its ability to carve
efficiently through the most challenging corners
has to be experienced to be believed.

Fully-equipped all weather Sport Tourer

Leaning multi wheel (LMW) technology

Deep 45 degree bank angle

Hybrid frame

The NIKEN GT’s touring specification includes a
high screen, side cases and a rear carrier base with
passenger grips – together with grip heaters and
a comfort seat, as well as a main stand and extra
DC outlet. With its high levels of comfort and
functionality, this radical 3-wheel Sport Tourer
motorcycle is built for year round enjoyment,
whatever the weather!

The NIKEN GT’s advanced leaning multi wheel
(LMW) design delivers an exciting and confident
cornering experience that’s like absolutely
nothing else. Consisting of parallel quadrilateral
arms and cantilevered telescopic suspension,
Yamaha’s unique Ackermann design gives
enhanced feelings of stability and grip when
cornering in a wide range of surface conditions.

The high-tech front end features dual 15-inch
wheels with specially developed 120/70R15 tyres
that provide high levels of grip for enhanced
feelings of confidence when braking and
cornering - all year round. With a 410mm track,
this sophisticated LMW front end design delivers
deep banking angles of up to 45 degrees, to give
you an extraordinary experience in corner carving.

To achieve sport bike agility together with
touring comfort and confident corner carving
performance, a specially developed hybrid frame
is used. The cast steel steering head is joined to
the cast aluminium swingarm pivot area by steel
tubing to give the required levels of strength,
rigidity and flexibility precisely where they are
needed.

847cc 3-cylinder CP3 engine

Sports cowl with dual LED headlights

Bold and futuristic design

Advanced electronic control technology

The NIKEN GT’s torque-rich 847cc 3-cylinder
engine has been developed from the
outstandingly successful design used in Yamaha’s
MT-09 and Tracer 900 models. Special fuel
injection settings are used to achieve strong
touring performance in twisty and challenging
riding situations – and the crank design gives
excellent driveability and smooth starts.

The broad, downward curving front cowl is
equipped with dual LED headlights that underline
the NIKEN GT’s sporty and dynamic character,
and the dual position lights help to emphasize
the strong and planted look of the dual front
wheels. While YZF-R1 derived mirrors feature
integrated LED turn signals to enhance the bold
and futuristic looks.

With its two leaning front wheels, dual tube
upside down forks and broad shouldered stance,
the NIKEN GT projects an imposing and radical
new look that reflects its Sport Touring riding
character. The muscular and athletic body design
features an iconic dual headlight cowl and
integrated fuel tank that create a bold and unique
profile.

This advanced and iconic Sport Touring
motorcycle comes fully equipped with the very
latest electronic control technology - including
3-position D-MODE, YCC-T, Cruise Control and
a Traction Control System with two levels of
intervention and an off switch. And for seamless
performance, the NIKEN GT features an A&amp;S
clutch and QSS.

The NIKEN GT is an original Yamaha motorcycle extended with Genuine Yamaha accessories consisting of semi-soft 25-litre ABS side cases including stays, which are assembled by an official Yamaha
dealership.

NIKEN GT

Nimbus Grey

NIKEN GT

Phantom Blue

Tech Black

NIKEN GT Accessories

Billet Engine Oil Filler Cap

50L Top Case City

Billet Brake Fluid Reservoir Cover

Billet Rear Stand Hooks

LED Flashers

Rear Racing Stand

2PP-FE0LC-00-00

34B-F84A8-10-00

B34-FBFLC-10-00

2CR-F71A0-00-00

YME-H0789-00-10

2CR-FRRST-10-00

Custom Pegs Passenger

Billet Clutch Lever

Chain Adjuster

Custom Pegs Rider

Billet Handlebar Ends

Swingarm Spools Motorcycles

1WS-F2743-00-00

B67-F3912-00-00

B67-FCHAD-00-00

1WS-F2741-00-00

B67-FHBED-00-00

YMD-20025-60-00

Tank Bag Sport

Rear Seat Bag

Tank Bag City

Tank Bag Tour

39L Top Case City

Gilles Brake Lever

YME-FTBAG-SP-00

YME-REARB-AG-00

YME-FTBAG-CT-01

YME-FTBAG-TR-01

52S-F84A8-00-00

1RC-F3922-10-00

LED Flashers Plus Rear

Mounting Plate Top Cases City

Design sports seat

Front fork protectors

GPS Stay

Chain guard

YME-FLB2R-10-00

BV1-F84X0-00-00

BD5-247C0-00-00

BD5-251B0-00-00

BD5-F34A0-00-00

BD5-FCHNC-00-00

Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your
Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

Turn up your emotions

TRACER 9
Introducing the dynamic new TRACER 9 from Yamaha. Lighter, quicker and more
versatile than ever before – and featuring sleek new aerodynamic bodywork with
enhanced ergonomics – this premium next-generation Sport Touring is built to
take you and a passenger as far as your imagination will go.

Tech Kamo

Europe’s best-selling Sport Touring is completely redesigned with a largercapacity 890cc 3-cylinder engine producing even stronger torque for intoxicating
acceleration. Whether you’re pushing hard on twisty mountain roads or covering
big distances on the highway, the new lightweight chassis ensures sport bike
agility with tourer stability – solo and two-up.

TRACER 9

A new 6-axis IMU governs the lean-sensitive electronic rider aids that give you
precise control in varying surface and weather conditions – while twin TFT meters
and full LED lighting underline this versatile sport tourer’s premium specification.
With full 3-bag capability and a 350 km plus range, the TRACER 9 is built to turn up
your emotions and take you into a new world.

Redline

TRACER 9 in numbers

EU5 890cc CP3 engine

Lightweight CF aluminum die-cast frame

Full 3-Bag luggage capability

The 889cc high-torque CP3 engine produces 93
Nm@ 7,000 rpm, with maximum power output of
119 PS @ 10,000 rpm. 213 kg wet weight, 193 kg
load-carrying capacity, 18 litres fuel tank capacity,
350km+ range.

Developing higher levels of linear torque at lower
rpm, the new larger-capacity 890cc liquid-cooled
CP3 engine produces remarkable acceleration
and thrilling corner exit speeds, making this the
sportiest TRACER 9 ever. Optimized gear ratios
plus the refined A&S clutch deliver super-smooth
performance – and the glorious growl from the
new twin-tail exhaust and redesigned intake
system amplifies the thrill of every ride.

The next generation TRACER 9 is equipped with a
newly-designed CF die-cast aluminium Deltabox
frame providing higher levels of rigidity that
gives sport bike agility with sure-footed stability.
The redesigned aluminium swingarm is 64mm
longer to ensure excellent high speed stability
without compromising the bike’s nimble handling
character.

For increased versatility and convenience the
TRACER 9 offers you the option of fitting a total
of three hard luggage cases, enabling you and
your passenger to take a full complement of kit
on every road trip. With a 7% increase in loadcarrying ability, this dynamic Sport Touring can
handle 193 kg on board.

Turn up your journey

TRACER 9 GT

Hard side cases capable of carrying a full-face
helmet and featuring colour coordinated
panels are fitted as standard. You can also fit an
optional top case if you need extra space – and
the fully-floating luggage carrier system gives a
natural riding feeling even when fully loaded.
For confident night-time riding the TRACER 9
GT comes fitted with LED cornering lights that
get brighter as you lean further – while 10-stage
adjustable grip heaters keep your hands warm
whatever the weather. And for ultimate sports
versatility this high-tech performance bike
comes with up and down QSS for smoother and
faster gear shifting.

TRACER 9 GT

Sport Touring never felt this good. With an
exclusive specification that includes electronic
semi-active suspension that constantly adjusts
front and rear damping force to give you the
smoothest and most secure ride – whatever the
load or speed – the TRACER 9 GT is engineered
to deliver the highest levels of dynamic touring
comfort.

KYB semi-active suspension

Hard side cases

Up and down Quick Shift System (QSS)

LED cornering lights

Fully adjustable electronic suspension front and
rear is governed by the 6-axis IMU and ECU which
activate the Hydraulic Unit (HU) and Suspension
Control Unit (SCU). Damping settings are
instantaneously adjusted via a solenoid in order
to achieve a smooth and secure ride – regardless
of the load or riding conditions. Mode is set
through the TFT interface.

All new hard side cases with matching colour
panels are fitted as standard equipment. Each
case can accommodate a full face helmet – and
for a natural riding feeling the cases are mounted
to a fully floating carrier system. An optional top
case can also be fitted, and total load carrying
capacity in up by 7% to 186 kg.

TRACER 9 GT comes equipped with an up and
down Quick Shift System (QSS) for faster and
smoother clutchless gear shifting. A sensor on
the shift rod detects movement and the ECU
momentarily cuts drive torque to the 890cc CP3
engine to give seamless mid-corner gear shifting
that maintains chassis balance and stability and
also ensures more relaxed cruising.

Next-generation LED cornering lights highlight
the apex of every bend to help guide you in
the darkest nights. Brightness is automatically
increased as the banking angle gets steeper,
giving a clear field of vision that allows sportier
riding long into the night. System operates when
the bike is leaning at more than 7º and its speed is
at least 5 km/h.

Grip heater

Dedicated colours and graphics

EU5 890cc CP3 engine

Lightweight CF aluminium die-cast frame

Fully integrated 10-level grip heater is fully
controllable by the handlebar scroll wheel and
monitored by the TFT meter. Specially shaped
grips feature thinner rubber that allows efficient
transmission of the heat for all-weather riding
comfort.

Tracer 9 GT is offered in exclusive Yamaha Icon
Performance colouring and graphics that give a
premium finish reminiscent of the R1M, adding a
level of sporty sophistication to the machine. Also
available in Redline and Tech Kamo.

Developing higher levels of linear torque at lower
rpm, the new larger-capacity 890cc liquid-cooled
CP3 engine produces remarkable acceleration
and thrilling corner exit speeds, making this the
sportiest TRACER ever. Optimized gear ratios
plus the refined A&S clutch deliver super-smooth
performance – and the glorious growl from the
new twin-tail exhaust and redesigned intake
system amplifies the thrill of every ride.

The next generation TRACER 9 GT is equipped
with a newly-designed CF die-cast aluminium
Deltabox frame providing higher levels of rigidity
that gives sport bike agility with sure-footed
stability. The redesigned aluminium swingarm
is 64mm longer to ensure excellent high speed
stability without compromising the bike’s nimble
handling character.

TRACER 9 GT

Redline

TRACER 9 GT

Tech Kamo

Icon Performance

It’s Your Turn

TRACER 7
With an aggressive face and a whole lot of attitude, the TRACER 7 is equipped to
get your adrenaline pumping whenever you ride. After work or at the weekend,
this dynamic sport tourer is ready to thrill you with its outstanding performance
and lightweight agility.

Redline

Tech Kamo

The EU5 compliant CP2 engine with crossplane technology produces a wave of
linear torque that just keeps on coming right through the rev range for remarkable
acceleration in every gear – and the compact chassis and adjustable suspension
are built to slice quickly and precisely through every corner.

TRACER 7

Next generation aerodynamic bodywork with dual LED headlights and aggressive
slant-eye position lights reinforce the bike’s modern design and forceful good
looks – and with its long-distance ergonomics, wide handlebars and adjustable
screen, this versatile middleweight is always ready for your next road trip. TRACER
7: It’s Your Turn.

Icon Grey

Half fairing with aggressive face

Responsive torque-rich CP2 EU5 engine

With its aggressive face and compact bodywork,
the TRACER 7 makes a bold statement that just
cannot be ignored! Flowing seamlessly into the
tank cover, the futuristic half fairing offers plenty
of wind and weather protection, and its modern
design underlines the dynamic character of this
class-leading sport tourer.

Nothing else in the class feels or sounds as good
as Yamaha’s remarkable 689cc CP2 engine. Its
industry-leading crossplane philosophy design
gives an uneven firing sequence which delivers
strong and linear torque. And with its range of
engine, transmission and exhaust updates, this
ultra-responsive EU5 compliant powerplant
delivers an ever sportier and more thrilling ride.

Twin LED projector headlights, position
lamps and flashers
As well as projecting a powerful beam for
excellent night-time vision, the compact dual
LED projector headlights give the TRACER 7 an
aggressive, modern and dynamic look. And for
good daytime visibility this new generation sport
tourer is equipped with bright LED position lamps
as well as compact LED flashers.

Lightest in class
Featuring a compact, lightweight chassis with a
long aluminium swingarm and offering a 1,460
mm wheelbase, this is one of the most agile and
exciting sport tourers. With the lowest weight in
the class combined with its thrilling torque-rich
engine character, the TRACER 7 achieves the best
power to weight ratio to give a truly outstanding
riding experience.

TRACER 7 GT
The TRACER 7 GT is a true sports tourer that can offer a sensational long distance
riding experience. Equipped with 20-litre side cases as well as a high screen and a
comfort seat, this lightest-in-class sport tourer gives you the perfect combination
of thrilling performance, easy agility and excellent touring capabilities.

Redline

Icon Grey

Powered by Yamaha’s outstanding torque-rich 698cc CP2 crossplane EU5 engine
– one of the company’s most successful and best-loved designs of all time – the
TRACER 7 GT is aimed at riders like you who want sport bike excitement combined
with long-range versatility and urban flexibility – plus a serious bit of attitude.
Dual LED headlights and next generation bodywork give the TRACER 7 GT a
dynamic and aggressive look that sets it apart from other bikes in the category.
With its best-in-class power to weight ratio – as well as an agile chassis and high
level of riding comfort – this is the smart way to escape from the city and discover
some new roads of life.

Tech Kamo

Responsive torque-rich CP2 EU5compliant engine
Nothing else in the class feels or sounds as good
as Yamaha’s remarkable 689cc CP2 EU5 engine.
Its industry-leading crossplane philosophy design
gives an uneven firing sequence which delivers
strong and linear torque. One of Yamaha’s
most successful engines of all time, this ultraresponsive EU5 compliant powerplant delivers the
sportiest and most thrilling ride in its class.

20-litre City side cases

Higher and wider touring screen

Comfort seat

Whether you’re travelling or commuting, the
20-litre side cases offer the ideal capacity without
compromising the bike’s compact dimensions and
aggressive good looks. And their slim and robust
design perfectly complements the TRACER 7 GT’s
dynamic style.

TRACER 7 GT is equipped with a higher and wider
touring screen for enhanced wind protection
on long-distance rides. Made with unbreakable
and scratch-resistant polycarbonate, this touring
screen offers an effective height increase of
92mm and width increase of 70mm compared
to the standard screen – giving maximum riding
comfort with reduced noise, as well as enhanced
wind and weather protection.

The specially designed comfort seat features a
high quality dual-material skin with contrasting
stitching – and is constructed with different foam
density zones that provide the highest levels
of riding comfort for the rider and passenger
when touring. While the integrated TRACER logo
enhances the premium look and feel.

The TRACER 7 GT is an original Yamaha TRACER 7 motorcycle extended with a Genuine Yamaha accessories package consisting of lightweight side cases, high screen and comfort seat sold by an official
Yamaha dealership.

TRACER 7 GT

Smart turns

TRACER 7 Accessories

Aluminium Valve Cap Knurled
Pattern

Aluminium Valve Cap Helical
pattern

Inner Bag - City Side Cases

Gilles Clutch Lever

Gilles Brake Lever

Billet Oil Filler Cap

1MC-INBAG-CC-00

1RC-F3912-00-00

1RC-F3922-10-00

1WS-F1536-10-00

Side Stand Base Extension Kit

Billet Touring Foot Pegs Rider

Soft ABS Side Cases

2PP-FRFPG-00-00

2PP-FS0SC-00-00

50L Top Case City Coloured Lid
Panels

39L Top Case City Coloured Lid
Panel

39L Top Case City

1WS-F7311-00-00

34B-F843F-0F-00

52S-F842M-00-00

Akrapovic Full System TRACER 700

Engine Protectors

Radiator Cover

90798-33701-00

B4C-211D0-00-00

B4T-E24D0-00-00

Lock Set Single Key Top Cases City
(compatible depending on unit’s
keys)

52S-F84A8-00-00

Side Cases and Top Case Touring
Lock Set

Side Cases and Top Case Touring
Lock

5P5-28406-01-00

5P5-28406-09-00

Main Stand TRACER 700

Touring Screen

Low Seat

Comfort Seat

USB Device Charger 5V

20L Side Cases Touring Left Side

B4T-F71A0-00-00

B4T-F83J0-00-00

B4T-F47C0-00-00

B4T-F47C0-10-00

B4T-H6600-00-00

BC6-F0753-1L-02

59C-281C0-00-00

Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your
Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

Specifications
NIKEN

NIKEN GT

TRACER 9
Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, 3-Cylinder, DOHC

Engine
Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, 3-Cylinder, DOHC

Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, 3-Cylinder, DOHC

Displacement

Engine type

847 cm³

847 cm³

890

Bore x stroke

78.0 mm x 59.1 mm

78.0 mm x 59.1 mm

78 x 62.1 mm

11.5 : 1

11.5 : 1

11.5:1

Maximum power

Compression ratio

84.6kW (115.0PS) @ 10,000 rpm

84.6kW (115.0PS) @ 10,000 rpm

87.5 kW (119 PS) @ 10,000 rpm

Maximum Torque

87.5Nm (8.9kgf+m) @ 8,500 rpm

87.5Nm (8.9kgf+m) @ 8,500 rpm

93.0 Nm (9.5 kg-m) @ 7,000 rpm

Wet sump

Wet sump

Wet sump

Wet, Multiple Disc

Wet, Multiple Disc

Wet, Multiple Disc

Lubrication system
Clutch Type
Ignition system

TCI

TCI

TCI

Starter system

n/a

TCI

Electric
Constant Mesh, 6-speed

Constant Mesh, 6-speed

Constant Mesh, 6-speed

Final transmission

Transmission system

Chain

Chain

Chain

Fuel consumption

n/a

5.8L/100km

5.0 L/100km

CO2 emission

n/a

135g/km

116 g/km

Carburettor

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Diamond

Diamond

Diamond

20º

20º

25° 00’

74mm

74mm

108 mm

Front suspension system

Double upside down telescopic forks

Double upside down telescopic forks

Telescopic fork

Rear suspension system

(Link type suspension)

(Link type suspension)

Swingarm

Front travel

110 mm

110 mm

130 mm

Rear Travel

125 mm

125 mm

137 mm

Front brake

Hydraulic double discs, Ø298mm

Hydraulic double discs, Ø298mm

Hydraulic dual disc, Ø 298 mm

Chassis
Frame
Caster Angle
Trail

Rear brake

Hydraulic single disc, Ø282 mm

Hydraulic single disc, Ø282 mm

Hydraulic single disc, Ø 245 mm

Front tyre

120/70 R 15

120/70 R 15

120/70Z R17 M/C (58W) (Tubeless)

Rear tyre

190/55 R 17

190/55 R 17

180/55Z R17 M/C (73W) (Tubeless)

2,175 mm

Dimensions
Overall length

2,150 mm

2,150 mm

Overall width

885 mm

885 mm

885 mm

Overall height

1,250 mm

1,250 mm

1,430 mm - 1,470 mm

Seat height

820 mm

820 mm

810 mm - 825 mm

Wheel base

1,510 mm

1,510 mm

1,500 mm

150 mm

150 mm

135 mm

263 kg

267 kg

213 kg

Fuel tank capacity

18L

18L

18 L

Oil tank capacity

3.4L

3.4L

3.5 L

Minimum ground clearance
Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank)

Specifications are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulations and legislation.

TRACER 9 GT

TRACER 7

TRACER 7 GT
2-Cylinder, Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, DOHC

Engine
Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, 3-Cylinder, DOHC

2-Cylinder, Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, DOHC

Displacement

Engine type

890

689cc

689cc

Bore x stroke

78 x 62.1 mm

80.0 mm x 68.6 mm

80.0 mm x 68.6 mm

11.5:1

11.5 : 1

11.5 : 1

Maximum power

Compression ratio

87.5 kW (119 PS) @ 10,000 rpm

54.00 kW @ 8,750 rpm

54.00 kW @ 8,750 rpm

Maximum Torque

93.0 Nm (9.5 kg-m) @ 7,000 rpm

67.0Nm (6.83kg-m) @ 6,500 rpm

67.0Nm (6.83kg-m) @ 6,500 rpm

Wet sump

Wet sump

Wet sump

Wet, Multiple Disc

Wet, Multiple Disc

Wet, Multiple Disc

Lubrication system
Clutch Type
Ignition system

TCI

TCI

TCI

Starter system

Electric

Electric

Electric
Constant Mesh, 6-speed

Constant Mesh, 6-speed

Constant Mesh, 6-speed

Final transmission

Transmission system

Chain

Chain

Chain

Fuel consumption

5.0 L/100km

4.3l/100km

4.3l/100km

CO2 emission

116 g/km

100g/km

100g/km

Carburettor

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Diamond

Chassis
Frame

Diamond

Diamond

Caster Angle

25° 00’

24.8º

24.8º

Trail

108 mm

90mm

90mm

Front suspension system

Telescopic fork

Telescopic forks

Telescopic forks

Rear suspension system

Swingarm

Swingarm, (link suspension)

Swingarm, (link suspension)
130 mm

Front travel

130 mm

130 mm

Rear Travel

137 mm

142 mm

142 mm

Front brake

Hydraulic dual disc, Ø 298 mm

Hydraulic dual disc, Ø282 mm

Hydraulic dual disc, Ø282 mm

Rear brake

Hydraulic single disc, Ø 245 mm

Hydraulic single disc, Ø245 mm

Hydraulic single disc, Ø245 mm

Front tyre

120/70Z R17 M/C (58W) (Tubeless)

120/70 R17 M/C 58W (tubeless)

120/70 R17 M/C 58W (tubeless)

Rear tyre

180/55Z R17 M/C (73W) (Tubeless)

180/55 R17 M/C 73W (tubeless)

180/55 R17 M/C 73W (tubeless)

2,140 mm

Dimensions
Overall length

2,175 mm

2,140 mm

Overall width

885 mm

840 mm

Overall height

1,430 mm - 1,470 mm

1,290 mm

Seat height

810 mm - 825 mm

835mm

Wheel base

1,500 mm

1,460 mm

Minimum ground clearance

135 mm

140 mm

Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank)

1,460 mm

220 kg

196 kg

Fuel tank capacity

18 L

17.0L

17.0L

Oil tank capacity

3.5 L

3.0L

3.0L
Specifications are subject to change without notice, in accordance
with national regulations and legislation.

Build your dream collection
with the free MyGarage
app
The MyGarage app is the best way to build
your dream collection of Yamaha motorcycles
– and it’s totally free and available for both
iOS and Android! Download the app and
you’re ready to start creating your very own
personalized Yamaha.
With MyGarage you can add or remove a wide
range of Genuine Options accessories and
view the bike from any angle.
Once you’ve created your dream bikes you
can save them and share with friends – and
when you’ve made the final decision on which
version is right for you, simply send it to your
Yamaha dealer who will turn it into reality.

Get it on

MyRide: Take your ride to
the next level!
Developed exclusively by Yamaha and
available free of charge for both iOS and
Android, MyRide App allows all riders to
enrich their riding experience, no matter what
brand of motorcycle or scooter they own.
With Yamaha MyRide app, riders can track and
analyze in real time their riding performance
like lean angle, acceleration, speed through to
elevation and braking force and making every
journey even more rewarding.
Furthermore every ride can be shared with
other MyRide users or on social media and,
the route can be also exported in to GPX
format file. In this way motorcyclists can find
new routes and adventures to explore as well
as connect with a worldwide community of
motorcycle passionate.

Yamaha Offers You
YOU is a full range of premium services that
makes every aspect of buying and owning a
Yamaha even easier. We want to ensure that
you always have an enjoyable experience
whenever you come across a Yamaha product.
YOU services make the purchase of every
Yamaha more accessible – and Yamaha owners
can benefit from the peace of mind that comes
with every YOU product.
Take a closer look at the range of YOU
services, and you’ll see that it is more than
buying a Yamaha, but the beginning of a long
and lasting relationship.

Yamaha Motor Finance

Yamaha Motor Factory Warranty

Yamaha Motor Extended Warranty

Yamaha offers a selection of financial services to make
the ownership of a Yamaha even more accessible.
Yamaha Motor Finance can be tailor-made to suit your
circumstances and lifestyle, giving you total flexibility.
*

When you buy any new Yamaha you can be sure that
premium quality and class leading reliability come as
standard. And you will also benefit from the added
reassurance of a full Yamaha Motor Factory Warranty
that covers all parts and labour costs in the unlikely
event that your Yamaha requires any unforeseen
repairs. *

We want to make sure that you get maximum
enjoyment from your new Yamaha, so upon your
purchase Yamaha offers a Yamaha Motor Extended
Warranty, to experience carefree riding and the added
peace of mind that comes with up to 36 months extra
warranty cover! *

* Terms and conditions apply. Please contact your local dealer for more information.

Your search for adventure
starts here
Inside every one of us there is a real spirit of
adventure and a burning desire to find out
what’s over the next horizon. And with this
innate thirst for discovery, there is no limit to
what you can achieve and how far you can go.
Yamaha’s 360 degree line up of products
enables you to enjoy and share a seamless
range of quality experiences on land, water
or snow. And to help you find out what
really revs your heart, Yamaha has created
a specialist adventure portal that gives you
instant access to an exciting, surprising and
rewarding new world.
Destination Yamaha Motor is a global online
travel platform that gives every thrill-seeker
the opportunity to get their adrenaline
pumping and make new memories that will
last forever. Working with key approved
travel partners, Destination Yamaha Motor
enables you to search online for the ultimate
adventure be it on a motorcycle, a 4-wheeler,
a boat or a snowmobile.
With a truly diverse selection of trips on offer,
you can find a new experience that broadens
your horizons and takes you out of your
comfort zone – and you can be sure that every
provider has been checked and approved by
Destination Yamaha Motor, meaning that you
can book with total confidence. Visit https://
destination-yamaha-motor.eu/ now and make
an exciting new tomorrow with us.

Be Smart. Keep it Genuine.
To ensure that your Yamaha delivers optimum
performance with long-term reliability, we
recommend that you always use Yamaha
Genuine Parts. Our high-quality spare parts
comply with proven safety standards, fit
perfectly and have a high resistance to wear giving you peace of mind.
By using an Official Yamaha Dealer
for servicing, you can be sure that all
maintenance is carried out by highly skilled
Yamaha Technicians using Genuine Parts and
Yamalube products.
Our technicians are regularly trained at the
Yamaha Technical Academy, giving them the
expert knowledge and in-depth experience
needed to keep your Yamaha in factory-fresh
condition. For more detailed information
please consult your local Yamaha dealer or
visit our website.

A Liquid Engine
Component
At Yamaha we appreciate that our products
instill a unique pride of ownership amongst
our customers, and in recognition of their
loyalty to the brand we have developed
the Yamalube range of lubrication and
maintenance care products.
Our Yamaha engineers consider oil as a liquid
engine component that is one of the most
important parts of your Yamaha engine.
Choosing Yamalube really does make a
difference.
By always using Yamalube you can be sure
that your engine has the potential to run at
peak performance, and deliver the durability
and reliability that you expect from every
Yamaha. We also manufacture a range of care
products that keep your pride and joy in tiptop conditions. Your local Yamaha dealer can
advise you on the best Yamalube product for
your Yamaha or visit our website.

yamaha-motor.se
yamaha-motor.no
yamaha-motor.dk

Follow us on:

Yamaha Motor Europe N.V,. fi lial Sverige
Uddvägen 7, 131 54 NACKA
Yamaha Motor Europe N.V,. fi lial Norge
Sjøskogveien 5, 1429 Vinterbro

Dealer

Yamaha Motor Danmark, filial af Yamaha Motor Europe N.V,.
C.F. Tietgens Boulevard 30, 1.th., DK-5220 Odense SØ

Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Yamaha encourage you to ride safely and respect fellow riders
and the environment. Images shown in this brochure depict professional riders performing under controlled conditions.
Specifications and appearance of Yamaha products as shown here are subject to change without notice and may vary
according to requirements and conditions. For further details, please consult your Yamaha dealer.
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